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absolutely
Used to emphasize a strong or exaggerated statement.
White collar crime increased both absolutely and in comparison with other
categories.

actual Being or reflecting the essential or genuine character of something.
Using actual income to measure expected income.

actuality The state of actually existing objectively.
A hope that progressed from possibility to actuality.

actually As the truth or facts of a situation; really.
We must pay attention to what young people are actually doing.

assuredly Without a doubt.
Potted roses will most assuredly not survive winter without protection.

authentic Based on facts; accurate or reliable.
The letter is now accepted as an authentic document.

certainly
Used to indicate that a statement is made as a concession or contrasted
with another.
The prestigious address certainly adds to the firm s appeal.

certainty Firm conviction that something is the case.
He was expected to be a certainty for a gold medal.

certitude Something that someone firmly believes is true.
The question may never be answered with certitude.

cyberspace
A computer network consisting of a worldwide network of computer
networks that use the TCP/IP network protocols to facilitate data
transmission and exchange.
I stayed in cyberspace for just a few minutes.

doubtless Without doubt; certainly.
Doubtless you ll solve the problem.
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fact
A thing that is known or proved to be true.
Even the most inventive journalism peters out without facts and in this
case there were no facts.

genuinely Genuinely with authority.
It is genuinely an honour to be on the campaign.

indubitably In a manner or to a degree that could not be doubted.
Indubitably liberalism parades under many guises.

literally Used for emphasis while not being literally true.
Tiramisu literally translated pull me up.

obviously In a way that is easily perceived or understood; clearly.
She was obviously unwell.

practical Guided by practical experience and observation rather than theory.
Practical mathematics.

practically Almost; nearly.
The law isn t unreasonable or practically inconvenient.

real Really very.
Julius Caesar was a real person.

realism

The doctrine that universals or abstract concepts have an objective or
absolute existence The theory that universals have their own reality is
sometimes called Platonic realism because it was first outlined by Plato s
doctrine of forms or ideas.
British soaps will stay because of their gritty realism.

realistic Representing what is real; not abstract or ideal.
A realistic human drama.

reality Relating to reality TV.
He refuses to face reality.

really
Used as intensifiers real is sometimes used informally for really rattling is
informal.
I m sorry Ruth I really am.

sooth Truth.
In sooth.

surely Definitely or positively sure is sometimes used informally for surely.
If he did not heed the warning he would surely die.

truly To the fullest degree; genuinely or properly.
We are truly sorry for the inconvenience.
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truth
United States abolitionist and feminist who was freed from slavery and
became a leading advocate of the abolition of slavery and for the rights of
women (1797-1883.
The fundamental truths about mankind.

verily Truly; certainly.
Trust in the Lord and verily thou shalt be fed.

verisimilitude The appearance of being true or real.
The detail gives the novel some verisimilitude.

virtual
Denoting particles or interactions with extremely short lifetimes and
(owing to the uncertainty principle) indefinitely great energies, postulated
as intermediates in some processes.
Virtual images.
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